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§ 1. Introduction.

The object of this paper is twofold : first to deduce directly from the prop-

erties of double integrals, the formula first given by Abel,

2ii   /*' i   rx      f'(Xut)XdX „,   N

and second to apply this formula to obtain sufficient conditions under which a

function is developable in a series of Bessel's functions of multiple values of

the argument.

Part I.    A Theorem of Abel.

§ 2. Historical remarks.

In a note on a mechanical problem, published in  1826,f Abel gave the

inversion formula

r*ilr' (u)du „ ,   ,      sin n-ir   fy   cb(x) dx

which under sufficiently strong conditions is equivalent to

..   .       ,._,      2ícsiníi7T  Cl.     rx       y2neb'(xyz)dz

Relation (1) results from setting n = \ in this formula. The case n = \ is the

one to which the problem of mechanics considered by Abel leads, and many

authors refer this case alone to him. Abel's proof which was founded on prop-

erties of the Gamma function is incomplete.

* Presented to the Society December 29, 1905 and February 24, 1906.    Received for publica-

tion June 8, 1906.

jCrelle's Journal, vol. 1 (1826), p. 153, and Oeuvres Complètes, vol. 1, p. 97.
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In 1857 Schlömilch* made use of relation (1) in determining the form of a

development in terms of Bessel's functions of multiple values of the argument.

Remarking that Abel's demonstration is not rigorous, he proceeds to give a proof

founded on double integrals, but as he says nothing of any conditions, and as the

reader is left to suppose that the theorem is universally true, his proof must be

placed in the same category with that of Abel. Sonine| has given a proof

resting on properties of Bessel's functions, but the work is not rigorous, and

he says nothing of the conditions under which it will hold. Beltrami ^ dis-

cusses various forms of relation (1), and their application to Schlömilch's

development, but without stating any conditions for its validity. Levi-Civita §

investigates a very general inversion formula which contains Abel's as a special

case. He finds that the latter is valid for a function which is representable by

Fourier's double integral, and has an integrable derivative. Volterra ||

reviews the literature of the subject, and studies more general formulas of inver-

sion. The most recent proof of Abel's relation seems to be that of Nielsen.^

His demonstration, based on properties of the Gamma function, is valid for a

function f(x) whose derivative f (x) can be developed in a series of functions

of the form

f'(x)= axpx(x) + a2p2(x) + a3p3(x) + ■■■,

where the series is uniformly convergent and each pn(x) is analytic in the

neighborhood of the origin.

The present proof is based on properties of multiple improper integrals as

developed by Professor Pierpont ** ; and aims to make rigorous the demonstra-

tion of Schlömilch already referred to. It is applicable to a more general

class of functions than the proof of Nielsen, and is much simpler than that of

Levi-Civita ; though these latter proofs apply to Abel's general theorem, and

not merely to the case n =J, given in relation (1).

§ 3. Preliminary theorem.

Theorem 1.    Letf(x) be continuous in (a, b) except at the points of an

aggregate A of the first species.^ In any subinterval of (a, 6) in which f(x)

is not continuous, let it have limited variation.    Let f (x) be integrable in

(a, b), and continuous except at the points of an aggregate of the first species,

»Zeitschrift für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 2 (1857), pp. 156, 157.

tMathematische Annalen, vol. 16 (1880), p. 48.

JRendiconti del reale Istituto Lombardo, ser. 2, vol. 13 (1880), pp. 327, 402.

§Atti della reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, vol. 3 (1895), p. 25.

|| Annali di Matematioa, ser. 2, vol. 25 (1897), p. 139.

If Handbuch der Theorie der Cylinderfunklionen (1904), pp. 379-381.

»♦Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 7 (1906), p. 155.

This paper will be referred to as Improper Integrals.

tfPiEBPONT, The Theory of Functions of Beat Variables (1905), \ 501, 1.
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where it may have finite or infinite discontinuities.    Then if f(x) is con-

tinuous at the end points of the interval,

Cf'(x)dx=f(b)-f(a)-D.
\)a

Iff(x) is discontinuous at the end points, then

jj'(x)dx=f(b-0)-f(a + d)-D

where D is the sum of the discontinuities off(x) within the interval.

Case 1°.    Suppose A is of order zero, i. e., f(x) has only a finite number of

points of discontinuity cx, c2, • • •, c>.

XÔ r*c,—e /»Cj-fe /*C2— e /»C2+e /»&

f'(x)dx= + + + +••• +
%)a *Jc\—e *sc\+e *^C2—e *^cs-\- e

r\—f nb a        /^Cfc+e s — 1     f*ck+\—e

+ f + EÍ   +EÍ
vc,+ e        *=l <JCk—e *=1 vck+e

*-]    f-w-t »-1

£ =T,{f(ok+1-e)-f(ck+e)},
k=l tfck-\-€ A—1

P"'+ r =/(&)-/(«)+/(«i-o-/(c,+o-

f/»<& =/(&) -/(«) +É{/(c4 - e) -f(ck + e)}+± ft+tf'(x)dx.
m)a k—\ k=\ *Jck—e

Since f'(x) is integrable in (a, b),

lim¿  p V'(ic)c?x=0-
6 = 0 t = l  ■/<!,—>

Hence by passing to the limit,

ff'(x)dx=f(b)-f(a)-lim±{f(ck + e)-f(ck-e)}.
Ja e=0 *=1

But*

and

Hence

But

\im{f(ck+e)-f(ck-e)}
€ = 0

* De la Vallée-Poussin, Journal de Mathématiques, ser. 4, vol. 8 (1892), p. 430.

See Pierpont, Theory of Functions, \\ 538, 605.
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is the discontinuity of f( x ) at the point ck, and

Km¿{/(c4 + e)-/(c,-e)}
e=0 4=1

is the sum of the discontinuities of f(x) in (a, b).    Hence

Ç f'(x)dx=f(b)-f(a)-D.

Case 2°. Suppose A is of order n. The case where A is of order zero hav-

ing been already considered, we suppose the theorem is true for A of order

n — 1, and show that it must hold for A of order n. In this case A(n) consists

of a finite number of points cx, c2, • • -, ct. Then in the intervals (ci+e,ci+x—e)

the aggregate of points of discontinuity is of order n — 1, and we have

f'(x)dx= + +  I +•••+ +

» s+l *        /»c*+«

=/(&)-/(«) +Tl{f(c-e)-f(ck+e)}-T.dk+Tl f(x)dx,
4=1 k=\ k^l Jck-*

where dk is the sum of the discontinuities oif(x) in the interval (ck_x+e, ck—e).*

Since f (x) is integrable in (a, b),

lim 52   I       f (x)dx = 0 .
e = 0 4 = 1 Jck-e

Since/(x) has limited variation in any interval when it is not continuous,

s+l

lim 23 dk
e = 0 4=1

is finite, and we set
s+l s+l

e=0 k=l *=1

* That dk has a meaning when the number of discontinuities in the interval ( Ck-\ +e, ck — e )

infinite, is seen as follows : If the aggregate A of points of discontinuity is finite, or in other

words if A is of order zero, dt is obviously a well defined quantity. Hence we suppose that <2t is

defined when A is of order n — 1, and show that it is defined when A is of order n. If A is of

order n, A<»> consists of a finite number of points pi, pi, ■ ■ ■, pt. Enclose these in little intervals

( Pi — n, p¡ + V ) ■ In the remaining intervals A is of order n — 1, hence dk is defined. Let rf¡i be

the absolute value of the first discontinuity falling in the interval ( p¡ — V, Pi + v) ; let d¡.¿ be the

sum of the absolute values of the first and second, etc. Then ¿n , ia, ia, • • • is an infinite in-

creasing sequence, which, as / has limited variation, must always remain less than some fixed

quantity. Then from Theory of Functions, \\ 109, 101, 102 the sequence <5¡i, 6a, <5a • • • has a

limit, which we define as the value of dk in the interval (p¡ — rl, pi + t) • Hence dk is defined

throughout the interval (c*_i + e, ck — e).    The same reasoning holds for Z»t = lim dk.
e=0
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where Dk is the sum of the discontinuities of f(x) in the interval (ck_x, ck)

excluding the end points.

Also sincefi(x) has limited variation,

l™t{f(ck-e)-f(ck + e)}=±{f(ck-0)-f(ck + 0)¡
e=0 4=1 4=1

exists and is finite. *    Set

4=1

Then D is the sum of the discontinuities of f(x) in (a, b), and

£A + Z{/K-o)-/(c, + o)}-z>.

Cf'(x)dx=f(b)-f(a)-D.

Suppose now/"(a?) is discontinuous at x = a.    Then obviously

£fi'(x)dx =f(b) -f(a + 0) - D.

Similar reasoning holds if f ( x ) is discontinuous at x = o.

§ 4. Proof of Abel's relation.

Theorem 2.f Io. Let f(x) be continuous in the interval (0, tr), except

at the points of an aggregate A of the first species. In any subinterval of

(0, it) in which f(x) is not continuous let it have limited variation.

2°. Let f"(x) be integrable in (0, tt), and continuous except at the points

of an aggregate of the first species where it may have finite or infinite dis-

continuities.

* Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, vol. 1, p. 55.

f Added by the author, December, 1906. In a paper presented to the American Mathematical

Society in New York, December 28, 1906, Professor Pieepont gave the following theorem :

Let the infinities of |/(s)| be discrete in the measurable aggregate 91 and let

be convergent.    Then

J & Js Jn

By virtue of this theorem, conditions 3°, 4° of theorem 2 may be replaced by the following : 3°

Let

Çdt r-JA^
Jo    Jo y\—t* ■l/l —!«• l/l— A*

be convergent.    Either set of these conditions is sufficient for the validity of theorems 3 to 10.
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3°. Let the function
_f'(r\Ut)

97

Vl-t2Vl
(O^U^TT),

be integrable in the squat e S, bounded by the lines X = 0, X = l, í = 0, í = 1.

4°. Let the integral

Jo   Vl-t2 ■ Vl -X2

be regular * and integrable in 0 = t = 1.     Then

a) — Cdx r   f(Xut)xdt^_2u rldt f   /'(^t)xdx^
U       IT Jo Jo    Vl-t2    Vl-X2        -"■ Jo Jo    l/1-í2- l/l-Xa

-/(«-0)-/(0 + 0)-2?(«),

where D(u) is the sum of the discontinuities offi(u) in the interval (0, u).

Using conditions 3°, 4° we have -(•

r  /(Xut)xdtdx        rx     rx    f(Xut)xdx

Js VT^f ■ i/T^-~x2 = Jo     Jo VT^fVT^x2'

Since the integrand of

Jo vT^r? í/r^x2

is symmetrical in X and f, it follows from condition 4° that the integral is

regular and integrable in 0 = X = 1.    Hence

r f(Xut)xdtdx _ r1^ i-1 fi'(xut)xdx       rl     rx f(xut)xdt

( j Jsi/r^-i/î^x"2  Jo    Jo t/î^?-i/î^x2=Jo     J„ i/ï^?--i/î3x?'

Let us apply to the integral on the left of (2) the transformation

T:

whose determinant

t =

J=

Vx2 + y2

r

x=^f^ + f
u

— xy

(x? + y2y    (x2 + y2)

x y

i\/x2+ y2    uVx2+ y2

y

u(x2 + y2y

* PlEEPONT, Improper Integrals, p. 167.

t Piebpont, Improper Integrals, p. 168, theorem 27.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 7
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The image of the square S is the quadrant Q, bounded by the lines x=0, y=0,

x2 + y2 = u2. The transformation is regular* in S except at the points of a

discrete aggregate D, which consists of the boundaries of S and a set of equi-

lateral hyperbolas. The image of D is also discrete, consisting of the bound-

aries of Q and a set of lines parallel to the y axis.    Hence f we have

r   f'(Xut)XdtdX 1   r f'(x)dxdy

(^ Js Vl^f ■ VT^X2 ~ « JQV:uF^xT^y2 '

By condition 2°, f'(x) is integrable in the interval (0, u), 0 = u = tt, and is

continuous except at the points of an aggregate of the first species. Hence

since the integral

VSCji     f'(x)dy it

£
,/'(*),

Vu- — x2 — y2     2

it is regular and integrable in 0 = x Si u.    Then J we have

(4) c jMtÈ= = f'dx r" >»* = - rf'(x)dx.
K '     Jq Vu2 -x'-y2     Jo       Jo Vu2 -x2-y2     %JoJKJ

From theorem 1,

(5) ff'(x)dx =f(u - 0) -/(0 + 0) - D(u).
Jo

Then (2), (3), (4), (5) give (1).

Corollary 1.    If f(x) is continuous in (0, it), and conditions 2°, 3°,

4° of the preceding theorem are satisfied, then

2n

IT

C ,   C      f (Xut)XdX 2u rx ,    rx     f'(Xut)Xdt ,,   N     „,„
dt      —7——     ,_= —      dX AA_   ' ^=^ =/( u ) -f(0).

Jo      Jo Vl-t2-Vl-X2      -rrJo       Jo  Vl-t2  VI-X2    JK   '   JK)

Corollary 2. Iff(x) is continuous in (0, it), andf'(x) is limited and

becomes discontinuous only at the points of an aggregate of the first species,

then

2u

IT

C1 ,   C      f (Xut)XdX 2ti r\    r       f (Xut)Xdt
dt      —:——   *-== = —I    dX\       P-l,—J--== =f(u)-f(0).

Jo     Jo vi-t2Vl-x2    vJo     Jo  vi-t2Vl-x2   ,/v '  Jy>

For, f" ( x ) is integrable § in ( 0, tt ), and f ' ( Xut ) is integrable § in S.    Then

* Pierpont, Theory of Functions, I 742.

t PlERPONT, Improper Integrals, p. 174, theorem 32.

X Pieepont, Improper Integrals, p. 168, theorem 27.

§ Pieepont, Theory of Functions, § 719, 2.
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since l/i/l — t2 ■ Vl — X2 is integrable in  S, f (Xut)jVl — t2-Vl — X2 is

also integrable* in S.    Also the integral

Í f'(Xut)dX

Vl-t2 VI-x2

is uniformly convergent f in 0 = t = 1. Hence it is limited \ in the same

interval, and continuous § except at the points of a discrete aggregate. It is

therefore integrable in 0 = t = 1, and the conditions of theorem 2 are satisfied.

It should be noted that in the general case of the theorem conditions 3°, 4°

do not follow from 2°. For if f (x) has a single point of infinite discontinuity,

f'(Xut) becomes infinite at all the points of an hyperbola, and hence has

points of infinite discontinuity in common with 1 / Vl — t2 ■ Vl — X2. Then

f'(Xut )/i/l — X2■ VI — t2 may not be integrable.

The conditions of theorem 2 obviously include those of Nielsen ||, since in his

theorem f (x), being representable by a uniformly convergent series of contin-

uous functions, must be a continuous function in the vicinity of the origin. His

theorem, however, covers a more general set of inversion formulae.

Part II.    Development of an arbitrary function in terms

of Bessel's functions.

§ 5. Historical remarks.

In 1857 ScHLÖMiLCH^f in the paper already cited outlined a method for

obtaining a development of the form

W f(X)=a0+ aiJo{X)+ a2Jo(2x) + «3^ü(3aí)+  •••'

where

(2)

„ „s     i r   ,   rxf'(uv)dv

77 Jo Jo   y 1 — tr

2  f" ,    rxfn(uv)dv
a =-   |    ucoanudu  I   - - —-, (u + o),

f Jo Jo    Vl — v2

and where J0 is a Bessel's function of order zero.    By termwise differentiation

of this series, and by use of the relation

* PlKRPONT, Improper Integrals, p. 159.

fPlERPONT, Theory of Functions, §615.

t PlERPONT, Theory of Functions, §611, 4.

§ Jordan, loc. cit., vol. 2, §156.

|| Loo. cit., pp. 379-381.

TfLoo. cit., pp. 155-158.
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he obtained also a development in terms of ^(a;),

(3) f(x) = bxJx(x) + b2Jx(2x) + \Jx(3x) +-..,

where

2» r* ,   rxf(uv)dv
(4) b =-j    u cos nu du |   J v_'_.
V ' t Jo Jo   VI - v2

He however specified no conditions sufficient for the proof of the validity of

either development. Beltrami,* Gegenbauer,| and Volterra \ study develop-

ments of this and more general forms, considering the multipliers of the variable

x in the respective terms as the roots of a transcendental equation. This

throws the consideration of these developments back upon the very general

problem studied by Dini,§ which he solved by use of the complex variable.

Nielsen || gives as sufficient conditions for the development of f(x) in a

Schlömilch series, that f'(x) shall exist and be such that f(ax) + axf'(ax)

may be developed in a Fourier series, which shall be uniformly convergent for

— 7T < a; < 7T, — 1 = a = 1. It follows from this that fi(ax) + axf'(ax) is

a continuous function in the interval, a condition which is not imposed in the

following theorems. Nielsen's theorem applies, however, to a more general

class of developments.

§ 6. Developments in terms of J0(x).

Theorem 3.    Let f(x), f"(x) be subject to the conditions of theorem 2.

Set

(1) f(0 + 0) + Xu f * ^% = F(Xu)    (OgXSl.og.gr),
Jo       V 1 — t

Then
n.      2   fxF(Xu)dX      „    N

where D(u) is the sum of the discontinuities of f(u) in (0, u).

Multiplication of (1) by 2/77-1/I — X2 gives

2/(0 + 0)    2Xn  rx       f'(Xut)dt 2F(Xu)

Jo vi-ttVI-'X2       w   Jo    Vl-t2- i/l-X2      TTl/i-X2

By condition 4° in theorem 2 this is integrable in 0 = X = 1.    Hence, inte-

grating, we get

*Loc. cit., pp. 327, 402.

tWiener Sitzungsberichte, vol. 88, II (1883), p. 975.

% Loc. cit., p. 139.

\ Serie di Fourier e altre rappresentazioni analitiche delle funzioni di una variabile reale, 1880.

[ Loc. cit., p. 348.
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-,A     «x     2n r1,    rx      f'(Xut)Xdt 2   fxF(Xu)dX
f(0 + 0) + —      dX fA_   ' ,^= = - )_   '     ;
JK        '    -K Jo     Jo Vi-t2-Vl-x2   tJo   i/i-x2

whence by theorem 2,

Ax      2   rxF(Xu)dX      ny   .

Theorem 4.    Io. Aei f(x), f'(x) be subject to the conditions of theorem 2.

2°. Let the integral

^f'(tx)XVl-t2
dt

represent   a   function   having    limited   variation   in    0 = a; = 7r.     Then

SchlömilCh's development in terms of J0(x) is valid in the same interval.

By condition 2° the function

*<->-.««+«)+Mr#=i*
has limited variation in (0, -it), and hence can be developed in Fourier's series,*

F(x) = ç2 + ax cos x + a2 cos 2x + a3 cos 3x + • • •       (o^i^it),

where
2  r«

(3) an = - I    AT( n ) cos nu du.

Replacing x by a; sin X, where 0=sx = 7r, 0 = X = 7t/2, we have

2 a       2a 2a
— F(x sin X) = — -|-'cos (x sin X) -)-2cos (2xsin X) + • • •.
7TX '7777^ /7TV '

By Arzelà's condition f this series is integrable termwise in the interval

0 = X = 7r/2 if it is " in general uniformly convergent by segments " and is deter-

minate for every value of X in the interval, if each term is integrable, and the

sum of a terms is less than a finite number A for all a and all X. Now F is

continuous % except, perhaps, for a set of points of the first species. These can

be included in a finite number of intervals of total length e, where s is arbi-

trarily small. Since F is continuous in the remaining subintervals, the series

converges uniformly § in each of these. Hence in the interval (0, 7r) it is

according to Arzelà || " in general uniformly convergent by segments."    Fur-

* Jordan, loc. cit. vol., 2, § 231.

tSulle serie difunzioni, Memorie dell'Accademia delle Scienze dell' Istituto di

Bologna, (5), 8 (1900), p. 724-725.

X Jobdan, loc. cit., vol. 2, § 156.

§ Jordan, loc. cit., vol. 2, § 231.

II Loo. cit., p. 712.
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thermore each of the functions

—"cos (tix sin X)7T v '

is integrable in 0 = X = 7r/2 ; the sum

> , —" cos (nx sin X)
«=1   7r

is determinate for every value of X in the interval (0, tr/2): and by known

properties* of Fourier's series

"  2a
y^ —- cos ( rax sin X )   < L,
n=l    T |

where A is a finite number independent of a and of X.    Hence

,2a        .       .      , ,        A   C"2a/•"• " 2a . ,       A /"2a        .       .
I    ¿_ê—" cos (rax sin X)a\ = ¿^   I    —-" cos (nx sin X)aX.

Jo     n=l   T n=l Jo        7!"

Then

2   fwl2 a    2a  r*/2 2a   f12
-  I     A7(a;sinX)'iX=»0-)-'J     cos (x sin X)dX-\-2|     cos (2x sin X)dX-|-.
7r i/o ^        ^ Jo 7r i/o

Substitution from the formula

2 r*'

gives

2   |
7T

2  r-"P
J0(nx) = —   I     cos (rax sin X)dX

7r Jo

X7T/2
AT(xsinX)»iX = a0 + alt/0(x) + a2t/0(2x) + a3J0(3x) + ■■■

Setting X in place of sin X, and substituting from (2), we have

(4)     f(x - 0) = D(x) + a0 + axJ0(x) + a2J0(2x) + a3J(3x) + ■■..

From (1) and (3) we have

r,tx     on     1  C i    Cxf'(ut)dt 2  p rxf'(ut)dt
a0=/(0 + 0)+-       udu |  ^-f—'—,      a =-       ucoanudu I   J V.   '   ,
0     JK '      -K Jo Jo    Vl-t2 "       •""Jo Jo     l/1-í2

(n + 0).

In essentially the same manner as theorems 3 and 4 we may prove the fol-

lowing theorems :

* Jordan, loc. oit., vol. 2, §231.
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£

Theorem 5. Let cb(x) = xf(x) and ef>' (x) be subject to the conditions of

theorem 2.     Set
njto)W(V;)

Vl-x2 v ;
Then

,,   .      2  rx F(Xu)   .        D(u)
f(u) = ~ 1     ,A_LdX+ —A-A.
Jy   '     tJo i/l-X2 «

Theorem 6. Ae¿ </>(x) = xf(x) and eb'(x) be subject to the conditions of

theorem 2.    Let the integral

rxX2f'(Xx)dX

Jo    Vi^x2

represent a function having limited variation in 0 = x = 7r.    Thenf(x) may

be developed in the form

(5)   /(x-0)=-^ + |-+«1J0(x) + a2J0(2x)+a3J0(3x)+...   (0£«3<r),

where

2  f             ,     rx Xf(Xu) + X2uf (Xu) ,
a  = cos nudu       -A±-' / -"¿X.
"        "Jo Jo l/l-X2

It will be noted that this development may be valid when f(x) has an isolated

infinity of order less than one at the origin, a fact which we are unable to affirm

concerning the corresponding development of SchlÖmilch.

The question of the identity of these two forms of development (4), (5) is an

interesting one. It seems probable that for any function which is regular at

the origin they are the same, as is the case in the following examples.

Example 1. f(x) = ainx,       f'(x) = ooax.

2   f            7    fxXainXu +(X2— l)ucoaXu  ,
a — a = — I    cos nudu I    -,-dX

"       tJo Jo l/l-X2

2   r \~^(-l)ku2k-x  rx(2k-l)X2k-2-2kX2k . 1 ,

"?i ■"""US (»-1)1 I v^l-x»      -dX\du-

rykñ-=(2k-i)f1^
Jo    l/l-X2       V ' Jo    Vl-

But
.•» x2i-2dx

2*
X

Hence an — an = 0, and the two developments are identical.

Example 2. f(x) = xm,       f'(x) = mxm~x,

2   C ,    rxmXm-x — (m + l)Xm+x .
a — a = —  I    um cos ra?¿ ara I-_-aX.
"       "     tJo J, l/l-X2
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But
/»l        X/^-t-1 /*!        A.TO— X

( m + 1 ) I      y dX = m I      ,_:-dX.
V ;Jo   l/l-X2 Jo   v/l-X2

Hence an= an, and the two developments are identical for any integral rational

function of x.

§ 7. Development in terms of Jx(x).

In the same manner as theorem 3, we may prove the following theorems.

Theorem 7.    Let f(x), f (x) be subject to the conditions of theorem 2.

Set
*l f(tx)

Then

fntldt = F(x).
Jo    Vl-t2 K    }

A.-0W(0 + 0) + ̂ jf^,r>. + I»(»).

Theorem 8.    Aei eb(x) m xf(x) and cb'(x) be subject to the conditions of

theorem 2.    Set

Then
2 rx

f(u)~-

r/it^+^tx)
Jo Vl-t2 V    '

„   .      2   rxXF(Xu) .        D(u)
/(«) = -       -^==ÁdX+ —A_¿.
JK   '     "-Jo   l/l-X2 «

Theorem 9.    Let f(x), f'(x) be subject to the conditions of theorem 2.

Let the integral

*lf'^dtr .Hg
Jo vi-VI-t2

represent a function having limited variation in 0 = x = it.    Then f(x) may

be developed in the form

(6)   /(x+0)=/(0-0)+Z)(x) + x[6;t/1(x) + 6;j1(2x)+6;t/1(3x)+ ..-],
(0<s^7r),

wjAere

2 r^^jL. rl a«)

Since

,,   2r.     7 r /(mO 7
6  = — I   sin raw du I      ,_    - ai.

"        Tjo Jo    l/1-í2

f(x)= r^i
^     ' Jo     VI-?

,±=Ldt
VI
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has limited variation in 0 = x = 77-, it may be developed in Fourier's series,

A'(x) = 6 [ sin x + b2 sin 2x + b'3 sin 3x • • • ( 0 <x^*■ ),
where

22   ("
b'n = — I    F(u)ainnudu.

ttJo

Proceeding as in theorem 4, and substituting from the formula

2 r*'2.
Jx(nx) = —   I      sin (rax sin X) sin XdX

7r Jo

we obtain the development (6).

In a similar manner we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 10.    Let ep(x) = xf(x) and cb'(x) be subject to the conditions

of theorem 2.    Let the integral

Jo Vl- x2V

represent a function having limited variation in 0 = x = it .    Then f(x) may

be developed in the form

(7)  f(x-0) = ^ß + ßxJi(x) + ß2Jx(2x) + ß3J1(3x) + ...    (oostt),
X

where

2   C" • 7    rxfCXu)+Xuf'(Xu) ^
ß = —       sin nu du\   J-±-'        J  v-'- dX.

"      T J0 J0 v/l _ x»

As in the case of J^(x), if Schlömilch's development given in §5, (3) is

valid, it is identical with (7) in simple cases.    We note the following examples :

Example 1. f(x) = ainx,        f'(x) = coax.

ß -b
n n

2 " (—1)*+1-2-4-6 ■ ■-(2/fc —2)r      (— C*
= — Y!i—s—s-7ït7—1N mi—~<\y   2k I   n2*-1 sin nudu+u I   u2h cos nudu

7T^il-3-5---(2A—1)-(2A—1)![_    J0 J„

But
C* 2k (**
I   u2k cos nudu—-I   m2*-1 sin raw dw.

Jo « Jo

Hence ßn — bn = 0, and the two developments are identical.

Example 2. f(x) = xm,       f'(x) = mxm~x.
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ß  -b  =
2   2-4-6 ...(m-1)

(n? + l) I   um sin nudu+n j   um+x cos nudu I
7T      1-3-5 •—m     L yJo Jo J

(»n odd),

_     7     l-3-5---(m-l)r       _ r* m ,        .        /•» _J_1 1
ß —b =—~   .   „   -1 (rra + 1) I   um sin nu du+n I   um+l cos nudu I

"      n 2-4.6 .--to    |_k Jo Jo J

(m even).

But
f* 7 m+1  r"       .
I   nm+ cosnwan =-I   n™ sir

Jo n      Jo
sin nra dw.

Hence /3n — on = 0, and the two developments are the same for any integral

rational function of x.

NORTHFORD, CONN.,

June, 1906.


